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Introduction 
This whitepaper is designed to illustrate the functional and practical capacity of 

the DriverUpdate™ driver management utility, a full-featured desktop tool for 

Windows® Operating Systems. It allows users to scan their systems and identify 

hardware drivers for  

a. those devices that are missing drivers, and for  

b. those devices with out-of-date drivers  

It then provides a premium in user convenience by finding updates for drivers 

online, made available by their individual manufacturers.  Once it finds these 

drivers, it lets the users download the drivers automatically and begin their 

separate install sequences. The tests presented here address three (3) separate 

capacities of the DriverUpdate™ utility. Each test is designed to present the 

application in regard to the features offered to the user which include, in general, 

measures of performance, accuracy, and user convenience.   

 

Third-Party Verification 
The testing methodology and results presented in this white paper have been 

verified by the independent testing agency, TestPros™. Upon duplicating the 

tests detailed below, TestPros™ found that the resulting performance of 

DriverUpdate™ was as described. 

As a result, this agency has certified that the performance 

statements proclaimed in the White paper are accurate, 

correct, and true across similar conditions.  And so we 

proudly include, with permission, the certification that 

DriverUpdate™ is TestPros™ Tested.   
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Explanation :: What is a hardware driver? 

A driver is software that allows your computer to communicate with hardware or 

devices. Without drivers, the hardware devices either contained in your computer 

or attached to it – for example a video card or a printer – won't work properly. For 

more information see, 

↪ http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/what-is-driver#1TC=windows-7  

Explanation :: What constitutes an update to a driver? 

A driver can be said to be updated if it is replaced with driver information that is 

newer than that of the currently installed driver.  

The updates themselves are software packs that supply the driver requirements 

appropriate to the device and the operating system that houses the device. 

See the section How Drivers are Determined to be “Appropriate” for a Given 

Environment for information on how this appropriateness is measured. 

These updates can provide value by rectifying bugs7, closing security gaps7, 

enabling devices to work better with a given operating system (itself undergoing 

routine updates)6 and potentially boosting device performance.8 

In this document, the word “update” will unless otherwise specified refer to an 

update for a device driver.  

 

 

  

https://outlook.mindspark.com/owa/redir.aspx?C=hRdAJFM2T0O6CzhOP_qDtkYrjBAvyNIIJZT2Az7p02B9IRV_Ajg-8hb3F_2HTtMClXSyOPRLmeg.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwindows.microsoft.com%2fen-us%2fwindows%2fwhat-is-driver%231TC%3dwindows-7
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Understanding How Drivers are Listed in Windows® 

How Drivers are Listed in the Windows® Device Manager 

Windows® catalogs drivers by a minimum of four factors:  
(1) a device-specific identifier,  
(2) a driver name,  
(3) a driver manufacturer, and 
(4) a driver date.  

 
The identifier is coded to a given device.  The driver 
name, driver date, driver manufacturer, and other 
driver information (i.e. driver code) is housed in a 
special type of file called an INF file. Windows® reads 
the device-specific identifier from a given piece of 
hardware and then matches it to the device-specific 
identifier supplied in the corresponding INF file. It 
then displays results in a user interface called the 
Windows® Device Manager. 
 
When all of these pieces of information are present, 
the device is active and Windows® lists the device in 
the Device Manager using the properties supplied by 
the INF file. 
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Conditions on Driver Listings 

Sometimes, driver information is missing. When this happens, different scenarios 
can arise: 
 

UNKNOWN DEVICE: Sometimes the device is detected by Windows® by 
its device-specific identifier, but there is no driver installed. Therefore 
there is no INF file to provide information such as driver name, version, etc. 
When this happens, Windows® detects the device and lists it as “Unknown 
Device” in the Device Manager.  
 

 
 

The device is detected by Windows® due to the presence of the device-
specific identifier encoded in the physical hardware, but the device does 
not function because there is no driver present.  

 
INCORRECT/CORRUPT DRIVER: Alternatively the device may be listed in 
the Device Manager with a name, driver date and other properties, but not 
be functional. In this instance, the device is detected but Windows® cannot 
initialize the driver. 
 
This can happen in a number of outlying conditions, such as installation of 
an incorrect driver or when driver files become corrupt. Because every 
device needs an operational driver to function, the device will not 
function in this scenario.  
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How Microsoft Specifies Driver Sequencing 

The metric of determining an older or newer driver should be the driver date 

associated with the driver. In order for a driver to satisfy the requirements for 

publishing set by Microsoft, its INF file must specify the date of release of a driver 

such that “(t)his date must be the most recent date of any file in the driver 

package.”1 

A manufacturer can add an optional version number, but that number is  

(a.) not required by Microsoft Specifications and 

(b.) not used as the primary referential number for versioning. 

How Drivers are Determined to be “Appropriate” for a Given Environment 

Device drivers are often designed for a given operating system and – more 
specifically – specific bit-architectures (32-bit or 64-bit). This is not always the 
case however. The standards for creating Windows® drivers are set by Microsoft 
and they specify that manufacturers can opt to either include or exclude 
designated compatibility for given versions of Windows® and given bit-
architectures.2  The choice to specify exists because a given driver is assumed to 
be functional in a given environment unless it is specifically excluded.3 

In this document, a driver is deemed to be appropriate for a given environment if 
it is either …  

(a.) localized to a given operating system and bit-architecture or  
(b.) it does not specifically exclude localization to a given operating system 

and bit-architecture.   
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How Drivers are Sourced 

Drivers can come from various sources.  Defined here are three types of drivers. 

1. OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) – drivers made by the 

manufacturer of a given piece of equipment that is distributed as a 

coherent unit or package.  Such equipment can include laptop and desktop 

computers as well as servers and workstations.  

 

2. “Generic” Drivers – drivers made by the manufacturer of a specific device 

or component. A generic driver is made on a device-to-device basis. 

 

This test case provides an example of how to understand the two 

categories. The test machine is a laptop computer whose original 

equipment manufacturer (OEM) is Lenovo®. Many of the initially installed 

drivers were supplied by Lenovo®, making them OEM drivers.  However, a 

range of manufacturers contributed to the overall device profile of the 

laptop, including AMD®, ALPS® and RealTek®. Appropriate “generic” 

drivers may be found on these companies’ respective websites, each 

equally appropriate for a given device.  
 

3. Built-in Drivers – Operating Systems like Windows® also supply drivers 

that are meant to allow essential functionality for components that are 

deemed system critical. These include video cards, monitors, keyboards, 

mice, etc.  

These three categories of driver provide the pool from which a given update may 

be deemed “valid.”  

In this document, the term valid, when applied to an update, will designate 

any such update that is provided by a reputable source.  These reputable 

sources include any OEM or “generic” driver as they are defined above, and 

can so can be designated as “official” sources.  
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Understanding How Drivers Are Listed in DriverUpdate™ 

How Drivers are listed in the Results for the DriverUpdate™ Utility   

The DriverUpdate™ utility reads the list of device-specific identifiers and then 
coordinates that identifying number with the driver listings in its cloud 
database. In this way, DriverUpdate™ can locate appropriate updates based on 
their unique identifiers, and not on assigned names. 
 
When DriverUpdate™ presents a list of available updates, the names or 
descriptions of devices appearing in the application reflect the way they are 
presented in the Windows® Device Manager. For this reason, the names of the 
updates supplied by DriverUpdate™ may appear differently, even though they 
correspond to the same device. This is because these names are supplied by the 
INF files of the respective updates. 

Further, this is why some drivers may be listed in the Windows® Device 
manager as “Unknown Device” but can garner a name after an update with 
DriverUpdate™.  Upon a successful install, the new driver will have a name 
supplied by the INF file and become subsequently listed.  

How the DriverUpdate™ Utility Specifies Driver Sequencing.  

The process the DriverUpdate™ utility uses to optimally match detected devices to 

available drivers is a proprietary algorithm.  It takes into account the Microsoft 

specifications stated above, as well as other factors.    
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What are the features offered by the DriverUpdate™ utility? 

 Convenience: Automates the identification and sourcing of outdated 

drivers through manual and scheduled scans. 

 Responsiveness: Automatically detects when new USB devices are 

connected to the computer and alerts the user if an update is available. 

 Quality: Delivers appropriate and valid updates to the user’s PC for 

installed drivers. 

 Security: Identifies Windows® updates so your operating system is secure 

and running optimally. 

 Backup: Provides both automatic and manual controls for Backup & 

Restore. The process backs up all drivers and provides the option of 

creating a system restore point prior to updating drivers. 

 Restore: If an update needs to be undone, users can restore the driver for a 

given device so as to match the state of a driver as it existed when it was 

previously installed.  The Restore feature allows users to select one or 

more drivers to be restored based on the date on which the backup was 

made. 
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Testing Parameters 
In order to test the capabilities of the DriverUpdate™ utility, the machine on which 

the tests are performed needs to represent the sort of PC that is typical of market 

computers at the time of testing.  To this end, the machine chosen is the Lenovo 

Thinkpad e555. This computer was chosen for three (3) reasons: 

1. It is a market computer that does not include the types of features 

characteristic of “special-made” computers, such as those dedicated to 

heavy processing tasks like graphic design or gaming. 

2. It is of moderate price – being neither prohibitively expensive nor 

marketed as a budget computer system. 

3. It is available through well-known dealers and electronics retailers. 
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Why is the testing system a laptop computer?  

In regard to hardware, the closed-design of a laptop provides a testing 

environment wherein the drivers that are available for detection are of the types 

that represent standard types of internal components.  

By using a laptop, the tests are able to isolate drivers for devices that are 

designed to function as a system.  This allows us to run the tests in two separate 

test blocks.  

 Internal test block  This block focuses on devices native to the laptop, that is, 

devices held within the case of the laptop itself.  

The tests avoid triggering the sorts of variables that might be involved with 

specialized hardware, either because the hardware is meant for special 

purposes, or because it presents an exceptional relational environment to the 

computer itself: being notably old or new, or being manufactured by lesser-

known brands.   

The internal test block shows the ability of DriverUpdate™ to identify 

appropriate updates specific to a manufactured system of devices. 

 External test block  This block includes drivers for external devices connected 

to the laptop.  It anticipates the variables enumerated above.  

The external test blocks shows the ability of DriverUpdate™ to identify 

appropriate updates for common devices, constituting the sorts of 

devices used by people to add functionality to a PC, e.g. a printer.  

Testing Operating System 

The operating system used in the test is a fresh installation of Windows® 8.1 Pro.  

This constitutes a widely available operating system, readily found on market 

computers.  
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TEST 1 

Test 1 Objective  

Does the DriverUpdate™ Utility provide a service that exceeds what is available 

to users via built-in Windows® services? 

Explanation :: if you don't have a driver from the device manufacturer, 
Windows® may provide “built-in” drivers for essential hardware such as video 
cards, keyboards and mice included within the Windows® installation image. 
Additional drivers may be available via Windows® Update. 

Test 1 Benefit to User :: Access to Updates 
Claim :: DriverUpdate™ provides relevant and beneficial updates that the user 

would otherwise not have access to through the native Windows® Update 

process. 

Test 1 Procedure 

Compare the number of updates identified by Windows® to those identified by 

the DriverUpdate™ Utility. 

The procedure must minimize variables related to downloading Windows® 
Updates. The two update sequences (one using Windows® Update and one 
using DriverUpdate™) are comparable. 

1. Install a fresh copy of Windows® with Internet Connectivity disabled and disable 

Windows® Update 

2. Enable Internet connectivity by plugging in an Ethernet cable. 

3. Download and install DriverUpdate™ with the following parameters: 

a. the option to download additional offers is declined   

b. register the product. 

4. Run a scan with DriverUpdate™ and note the number of drivers found.  Do not 

update drivers. 

5. Run Windows® Update and install all available updates, excluding the optional 

Upgrade to Windows® 10. 

6. Run DriverUpdate™ and note the remaining updates available. 

7. Compare the driver payloads found by each  
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Test 1 Results 
The chart below displays the updates as they were detected by the separate 

scans. The left column shows the designation for updates available through 

DriverUpdate™. The right column shows the designation for updates available 

through the native Windows® Update service.  

The dates included indicate the relative newness of the driver in those instances 

where both DriverUpdate™ and Microsoft provide an appropriate update.  

 Available via DriverUpdate™   Available via Windows® Update  

 Internal Test – Internal Laptop Devices    

1. Microsoft Basic Display Adapter     

2. USB Video Device     

3. PS/2 Compatible Mouse 10/22/2015 12/10/2014 ThinkPad® UltraNav® 1. 

4. Realtek® PCIe GBE Family Controller     

5. High Definition Audio Device     

6. High Definition Audio Device 12/18/2014 4/13/2015 Conexant® SmartAudio HD 2. 

7. AMD SATA Controller     

8. USB Composite Device     

9. AMD® SMBus     

10. Generic Bluetooth Adapter     

11. Network Controller     

12. PCI Device     

    Lenovo® LCD 1366x768 3. 

    Lenovo® PM Device 4. 

 External Test – Externally Connected Devices    

13. Canon® MP250 ser 
4/15/2010 
(5/24/2010) 

5/24/2010 
(5/24/2010) 

Canon MP250 ser 5. 

14. USB Input Device 12/12/2013 11/6/2015 Microsoft Hardware USB Wireless Mouse 6. 

 

 Fourteen (14) available updates were detected by DriverUpdate™. 
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 Six (6) available updates were detected by Windows® Update. 

 

Evaluating Test 1 Results 
The test shows that the DriverUpdate™ utility successfully detected updates for 

the target system in a number that exceeded those detected by the native 

Windows® Update process. These updates were deemed viable by the criterion 

that they were either OEM or “generic” drivers and that they are appropriate for 

the target operating system and its bit-architecture.  

Why did the DriverUpdate™ utility detect more available updates than 

Microsoft? 

Windows® Update is designed to detect some updates for installed devices, but 

may fall short in covering all devices. Microsoft recommends users seek out 

drivers from manufacturer websites should Windows® Update not detect them.6  

DriverUpdate™ is a purpose-built utility. It looks for updates that become 

available as they exist on manufacturer’s published media. As such, the 

DriverUpdate™ software may offer drivers that are not yet available through 

Windows® Update. 
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Why did the DriverUpdate™ utility and Microsoft  offer drivers for some of the 

same devices?   

For the ThinkPad® UltraNav®, both DriverUpdate™ and Windows® Update found 

an appropriate driver for the same device. In this instance, the update provided 

by DriverUpdate™ is newer than the one provided by Microsoft.   

After a completed update with Windows® Recommended Updates, a 

subsequent scan with DriverUpdate™ would detect and offer the newer driver. 

For the Conexant® SmartAudio HD (driver for the laptop’s integrated audio 

component), and Microsoft Hardware USB Wireless Mouse, DriverUpdate™ 

detected a recent update that appropriately matched the device, but the updates 

provided by Microsoft were newer than the ones offered by DriverUpdate™. 

After a completed update with Windows® Recommended Updates, a 

subsequent scan with DriverUpdate™ would not detect and offer these drivers. 

For the Canon MP250 ser there are two outcomes. This driver label refers to the 

scanning component built into a Canon MP250 all-in-one printer. It is bundled 

with a second, coordinated driver that pertains to the printing component within 

the same device.  Both DriverUpdate™ and Windows© Update identified the 

outdated drivers and supplied updates for the two, coordinated utilities.  

In regard to the printing component, Microsoft and DriverUpdate™ identified 

the same driver (release date 5/24/2010).  This is the same driver supplied on 

the Canon driver download portal. 

In regard to the scanning component,   the update provided by Microsoft 

(release date 5/24/2010) was newer than the one offered by DriverUpdate™ 

(release date 4/15/2010). The one identified by DriverUpdate™ is the same 

driver supplied on the Canon driver download portal.  
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Why did the DriverUpdate™ utility not detect some updates provided by 

Microsoft? 

In the case of … 

 Lenovo® - LCD 1366*768 (driver for a Lenovo monitor),  

 Lenovo® PM Device 

… the updates provided by Microsoft were installed using a method that is 

proprietary to Windows® Update. Specifically, the updates were offered by the 

manufacturer without an installer, as a bare INF file.  

DriverUpdate™ does not offer updates to the user in this way because it is a 

method designed to be most effective via functions proprietary to the Windows® 

Update sequence.5 Instead, DriverUpdate™ relies on the installers prepared by the 

driver manufacturer to ensure that they are installed within the system as 

intended and per device specifications. 

↪ Does the user still have access to these updates?   

DriverUpdate™ provides a built-in conduit for receiving recommended 

Windows® Updates. This conduit is integrated into the main scan, so any 

important or recommended updates that are made available through a 

means other than the primary update process in DriverUpdate™ are still 

available through a secondary process.  
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TEST 2 

Test 2 Objective 

Does the DriverUpdate™ utility work as claimed: does it successfully and safely 

identify relevant, user-specific drivers, install them and initiate their install 

processes? 

 

Test 2 Benefit to User :: Functional Updates 
Claim :: DriverUpdate™ finds applicable drivers for a system, downloads those 

drivers and begins their install processes automatically.  This test seeks to 

determine if that download process is reliable. Does DriverUpdate™ really provide 

ease-of-use by consistently and automatically handling a given update’s 

download and subsequent install process? 

 

Test 2 Procedure 

Show successful implementation of drivers identified by the DriverUpdate™ 

utility.  

1. Install a fresh copy of Windows® with Internet Connectivity disabled and disable 

Windows® Update 

2. Enable Internet connectivity by plugging in an Ethernet cable. 

3. Download and install DriverUpdate™ with the following parameters: 

a. the option to download additional offers is declined   

b. register the product. 

4. For those drivers detected by DriverUpdate™ in Test 1, verify the driver date using 

the Windows® Device Manager. This is a list of installed devices and internal 

components that reports driver information, including version number (if 

provided) and driver date. 

5. Update the drivers identified by DriverUpdate™ in Test 1 

6. Record successful installation by comparing the initial driver profiles made 
before the update to the same driver profiles as they exist after the update. 
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Test 2 Results - Drivers Updated by the DriverUpdate™ Utility 
The results below correspond to the same fourteen (14) updates detected in Test 

1. The names differ because they reflect the way in which DriverUpdate™ reads 

the name from the Windows® Device Manager.  

This is the database that holds updates and feeds their information to 

DriverUpdate™.   

  
Driver date before install  

via Device Manager 
Driver date after install 
via DriverUpdate™ 

 Internal Test – Internal Laptop Devices   

1. Microsoft Basic Display Adapter 6/21/2006 12/4/2015 

2. USB Video Device 6/21/2006 9/11/2014 

3. PS/2 Compatible Mouse 6/21/2006 10/22/2015 

4. Realtek® PCIe GBE Family Controller 5/10/2013 1/15/2015 

5. High Definition Audio Device 6/21/2006 6/4/2015 

6. High Definition Audio Device 8/22/2013 12/18/2014 

7. AMD® SATA Controller 3/26/2013 3/19/2015 

8. USB Composite Device 6/21/2006 9/11/2014 

9. AMD® SMBus 6/21/2006 1/18/2015 

10. Generic Bluetooth Adapter 6/21/2006 9/2/2014 

11. Network Controller Unknown Device 3/4/2015 

12. PCI Device Unknown Device 5/29/2015 

    

 External Test – Externally Connected Devices   

13. USB Input Device 6/21/2006 12/12/2013 

14. Canon MP250 ser 6/21/2006 4/15/2010 
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Evaluating Test 2 Results 
This test sought to evaluate if the DriverUpdate™ utility simply performed as 

designed. The results show that it successfully installed all of the 14 updates 

detected in Test 1. 
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TEST 3 

Test 3 Objective 

How does the DriverUpdate™ utility provide potential benefits to a user? 

To answer this question, one must qualify what the potential benefits of updates 

are. This can be done by enumerating the reasons why manufacturers update 

their drivers:  

 To provide fixes for device specific bugs which may otherwise lead to 

hangs or crashes6 

 To improve hardware compatibility with new versions of Windows® and / or 

new hardware and software configurations7 

 To introduce new hardware features8 

 To improve hardware performance6 
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Test 3 Benefit to User :: Accurate and Optimal Updates 
Claim :: The DriverUpdate™ utility provides a potential benefit to the user, 

achieved by downloading and initiating the installation of available updates for 

drivers. 

The purpose of this test is to show that DriverUpdate™ provides access to a wide 

coverage of drivers from the official sources, either OEM or “generic” drivers. 

These drivers are selected according to two general criteria.  

1. The first criterion is whether the updates are ACCURATE.  This measure 

shows that DriverUpdate™ supplies updates that are tailored to the user’s 

system at the time of download. This accuracy is presented as a benefit to the 

user because it diminishes the potential ambiguity users may encounter 

online. This ambiguity characterizes not being able to identify with certainty 

the driver that is intended for a given operating system or for a specific device.  

 

Updates should match a given device precisely, being specified to the device’s 

model tier and version number, as well as the containing operating 

system.  By removing the potential for human error, DriverUpdate™ minimizes 

the chance of getting an inappropriate or incompatible update.  

DriverUpdate™ is designed to stabilize a user’s hardware profile. To do 

this, it finds only drivers that pertain directly to those hardware 

components present in the user’s system. 
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2. The second is whether the updates are OPTIMAL. DriverUpdate™ locates 

drivers using a proprietary system. That system takes into consideration 

factors that include a driver's newness and its manufactured source.  

In regard to newness, the assumption is that the closer a given driver is to the 

present day, the more time a manufacturer has had to remove bugs7, close 

security gaps7 and program in compatibility features that can potentially 

boost performance.8  

In regard to manufactured source, the assumption is that the more closely a 

driver is linked to an OEM, the more likely it will be optimized to interface 

within the larger system in which it is found.  

DriverUpdate™ is designed to provide an optimal level of benefit to a user’s 

system. For purposes of this test, we define optimal as a state wherein a 

driver is maximally proximal to the present day and to the company of 

device manufacture.   
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Test 3 Procedure 

Show how the DriverUpdate™ utility meets the needs of users seeking updates 

to extant drivers within the measurable parameters of ACCURACY and 

OPTIMALITY.  

1. Install a fresh copy of Windows® with Internet Connectivity disabled and disable 

Windows® Update 

2. Enable Internet connectivity by plugging in an Ethernet cable. 

3. Download and install DriverUpdate™ with the following parameters: 

a. the option to download additional offers is declined   

b. register the product. 

4. For those drivers detected by DriverUpdate™ in Test 1, go to the manufacturer’s 

website, then, download and install the latest appropriate driver. 

5. Compare driver profiles of updated devices with the driver profiles of devices 
updated by DriverUpdate™, as recorded in Test 2. 
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Test 3 Results 

 Update as Detected by DriverUpdate™ 

↪ Corresponding Update on        

 Manufacturer’s Website 

Date via 
OEM or 

Manufacturer Website 
Date via 
DriverUpdate™ Relation 

 
Internal Test – Internal Laptop Devices    

1. (1 of 2 bundled drivers) 
a. Microsoft Basic Display Adapter 

 ↪ AMD Video Driver 

2/21/2014 12/4/2015 - newer driver 

2. USB Video Device 

 ↪ Integrated Camera Driver  
7/11/2014 9/11/2014 - newer driver 

3. PS/2 Compatible Mouse  
 ↪ ALPS ThinkPad® UltraNav® Driver 

10/22/2015 10/22/2015 - same driver 

4. Realtek® PCIe GBE Family Controller 

 ↪ Realtek Ethernet Driver 
8/15/2013 1/15/2015 - newer driver 

5. (2 of 2 bundled drivers)     
b. High Definition Audio Device 

 ↪ AMD Video Driver  

2/21/2014 6/4/2015 - newer driver 

6. High Definition Audio Device 

 ↪ Conexant® Audio Driver  
11/3/2014 12/18/2014 - newer driver 

7. AMD® SATA Controller 

 ↪ None on site for 8.1 
None on Lenovo® Site 3/19/2015 - newer driver 

8. USB Composite Devices 

 ↪ None on site for 8.1 
None on Lenovo® Site 9/11/2014 - newer driver 

9. AMD® SMBus 

 ↪ None on site for 8.1 
None on Lenovo® Site 1/18/2015 - newer driver 

10. Generic Bluetooth Adapter 

 ↪ Realtek 8723BE Bluetooh Driver  
9/2/2014 9/2/2014 - same driver 

11. Network Controller 

 ↪ Realtek 8723BE Wireless LAN Driver 
8/1/2014 3/4/2015 - newer driver 

12. PCI Device 

 ↪ Realtek MultiCard Driver 
1/28/2014 5/29/2015 - newer driver 
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 External Test – Externally Connected Devices    

13. USB Input Device (USB Mouse) 

 ↪ Mouse and Keyboard Center 2.3  

11/6/2015 
 

12/12/2013 
 

- newer vendor driver 

14. Canon MP250 ser (Printer)  
 ↪ MP250 series MP Driver Ver.1.05  

4/15/2010 
(5/24/2010) 

4/15/2010 
(5/24/2010) 

- same driver 

 

Evaluating Test 3 Results 
Results in this test vary depending on the comparative relation between (a.) an 
update detected by DriverUpdate™ and (b.) an update made available through a 
manufacturer's public download portal.   

Conditioned Outcomes 

1. As in test #2, the metric for determining the newer driver is the published 

date associated with the driver. This is per Microsoft’s affirmation of how 

drivers are prioritized in sequencing.  See How Microsoft Specifies Driver 

Sequencing above. 

2. Some drivers were bundled together such that they were updated with the 
same install process. An example of this is the Microsoft Basic Display 
Adapter, listed as items #1 and the High Definition Audio Device listed as item 
#5. Bundling updates is an option that manufacturers can employ when 
separate updates pertain to a single device or coordinated devices. They are 
listed as separate entities in the DriverUpdate™ results but are updated with a 
single installer.    
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Comparative Parameters 

OPTIMALITY - The process that supplies DriverUpdate™ with updates is a 

proprietary system that routinely looks for new updates in manufacturer hosting 

portals. Upon finding an update, the system lodges it as an available update, to 

be matched as appropriate with a given system when the criteria of device model 

and operating system are met.  

Of the updates supplied in Test 3, ALL of the updates supplied were found to be 

newer or the same as those provided on the Lenovo manufacturer website.  

↪ How is this possible? Manual downloads of updates are available on public-

facing portals operated by manufacturers. The proprietary system used by 

DriverUpdate™ to procure updates finds the most recent drivers that fit the 

following criteria: (a.) it is verified to match the specific device, and (b.) It is 

verified to match the operating system of the PC, including bit-architecture. 

Given these criteria, it is possible to identify drivers made available through 

more than one manufacturer source, either OEM drivers, or “generic” drivers.  

The viability and functionality of these updates are vouched for by a quality 

control sequence that’s built into the way drivers are registered. Every driver 

published for Windows® must meet standards set by Microsoft in its INF file. 

By referencing the INF file of thousands of drivers, DriverUpdate™ can match 

the devices detected on a system to an optimal driver available online.           
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ACCURACY - Any given update must be matched to a system based on criteria 

specified above: the model and iteration of the device and the operating system 

to which the device is accessed. DriverUpdate™ not only identifies available 

updates based on the date of publication, but also on the appropriateness of a 

driver to a given environment.   

Of the updates supplied in Test 3, ALL were found to be appropriate for devices 

operating on Windows® 8.1. TWO (2) were found to be specifically designated for 

Windows 8.1, while no such designated drivers were supplied by the OEM.  

Items #7, #8 and #9 do not have a listing on the Lenovo® website. These drivers 

correspond to devices installed in the laptop but for which the drivers were not 

managed by Lenovo®. The devices were functional because Windows® had paired 

them with drivers that Windows had built-in (“built-in” drivers).   

↪ Upon scanning the system, DriverUpdate™ detected more up-to-date 

drivers that were compatible with these devices. 

↪ For this reason, DriverUpdate™ may be able to locate a “generic” driver that 

is both viable and also more recent, even if there is no driver provided by the 

device manufacturer.
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SUPPLEMENTARY ASSESSMENT 

The Benefits of the DriverUpdate™ Utility 

The following assessment is not part of the official measurable tests. Instead, it is 

an illustration of how DriverUpdate™ can provide benefits to the user in terms of 

time-savings and convenience.   

A Single-Point Search Saves Time 

The process of finding a single driver can vary. This is because there are many 
factors involved in the process of locating and downloading a driver online. A 
given search that involves discovering and sourcing multiple driver packages may 
require going to multiple manufacturers’ websites. 

↪ A manual update will require identifying each device model, identifying 
the appropriate driver package on a manufacturer’s website and 
downloading. This process must be repeated for each driver package the 
user desires.   
↪ Because DriverUpdate™ automates the identification procedure, the 

time it takes an average user to do this is dramatically reduced when 
using the DriverUpdate™ utility.  

A Driver Management Tool Provides Consolidated Convenience  

Convenience can’t be easily measured. It depends on how much time and effort a 

user is willing to spend on a given task, and how much value is placed on a tool 

that saves more of that time and effort. 

↪ DriverUpdate™ provides a single source for managing a system’s 
driver profile.  Not only can users easily find & download outdated 
drivers, they can also rest easy knowing that there are built-in backup 
and restore features to protect system stability.   
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Benefit of Saving Time 

Most updates for drivers are available for free from a manufacturer’s website. But 
the act of going to a manufacturer download portal, locating, downloading and 
installing the correct version of a driver is generally considered a hassle. One of 
the benefits presented by DriverUpdate™ is that it automates the processes of 
identifying and downloading updates.  The raw amount of time it takes to obtain 
an update online is subjective, depending on such factors as … 

 Ease of Access to a manufacturer’s 
download portal, the ability to orient users 
clearly and swiftly to a desired driver 
download.  

 

The front page of Lenovo.com’s support page   

 

 The user’s web browsing dexterity, the 
ability to easily find websites and navigate 
tiered searches within those sites. 

A tiered “breadcrumb” search on RealTek.com’s 
support page   

 

 The user’s level of computer competence 
and tech savvy, the ability to manage 
downloads and execute installer packages. 

 

 Instructions to find hardware serial number and 
model designations on Lenovo.com/support   
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Benefit of Convenience 

Because the DriverUpdate™ utility automates the processes of identifying 

appropriate device models and correlating them to available updates for drivers 

online, it can be said to effectively remove the central inconveniences involved in 

the identification process.  

1. The driver list includes software and bios updates which users have to look 

through in order to find the drivers they need.  

↪ DriverUpdate™ pinpoints drivers in its main scan and presents them 

separately from Windows® updates.  

2. When searching for an update online, users must keep track of which 

drivers they’re looking for. These drivers often have cryptic filenames.   

↪ DriverUpdate™ automates the discovery of updates, so it negates the 

need to keep track of driver names and/or driver compatibility. 

3. During an install process a computer will usually reboot several times. For 

some installs, users must manually reopen the folder with downloaded 

drivers each time the PC reboots. 

↪ DriverUpdate™ tracks the install process, automatically initializing the 

installer for each driver in the update process, until the task is complete. 

4. While, most versions of Windows® include a mode designed to backup the 

system at key intervals, this mode may or may not be activated.  

↪ DriverUpdate™ always gives users the option to backup their system at 

the time of any given update. 

5. After users initially install all updates manually, often there is no quick or 

easy way to check for new updates from the manufacturer.  

A key benefit: To do this, one would need to create a list to compare the 

driver dates or compare them directly with the information in the device 

manager. There is no user-friendly way to make this list built into Windows®. 

↪ DriverUpdate™ provides a full-featured maintenance tool. Its role in 

managing a system is to provide the user with an easy way to routinely 

check for available updates for drivers.   
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Conclusion 
The purpose of these tests is to address the main premise that the DriverUpdate™ 

utility provides a benefit to the user. That benefit is measured against the overall 

process of manually identifying updates for drivers and installing them.  Because 

these updates are available for free, the contribution made by an automated 

update tool like DriverUpdate™ must constitute a significant service in 

convenience and accuracy.   

 

The three tests measure that service in regard to…  

1. The ability of DriverUpdate™ to detect outdated drivers in a way that 

supersedes that of any built-in process, such as the Windows® Update 

service. 

2. The ability of DriverUpdate™ to successfully download and initiate the 

installation of detected updates. 

3. The ability of DriverUpdate™ to procure updates that are relevant to the 

system at hand, measured on the dual metrics of  

a. Optimality – the updates are not “stale” in that they do not 

represent already outmoded features. 

b. Accuracy – the updates are appropriate to the system being 

analyzed and, as such, alerts to their availability are not fabricated. 

The overall results show that the DriverUpdate™ utility delivers as designed, 

providing measurable benefits.  Because these benefits are a part of the broader 

maintenance cycle of a PC, the performance of DriverUpdate™ substantiates the 

claim that it offers a value to users. It provides a means whereby users 

can engage that maintenance more easily while minimizing risks to system 

integrity.  

 

 

 

DriverUpdate is a trademark of Slimware Utilities Holdings, Inc. Microsoft and Windows are either 

registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. 

Any other third-party products, brands or trademarks listed above are the sole property of their respective 

owner. No affiliation or endorsement is intended or implied. 
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NOTES 

1 See specifications on the Microsoft® Hardware Development center as to how INF files are 
categorized: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/windows/hardware/ff547394%28v=vs.85%29.aspx (accessed 2/9/2016) 
 
2 See general specifications on how Windows treats the “TargetOSVersion” field in an INF file: 
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/hardware/ff539924%28v=vs.85%29.aspx 
(accessed 2/9/2016) 
 
3 See how .INF files can be written to universally include all platforms unless explicitly 
excluded: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-
us/library/windows/hardware/ff540206(v=vs.85).aspx (accessed 2/9/2016) 
 
4 For detailed directives on Windows hardware certification requirements 
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/windows/hardware/dn423132.aspx (accessed 2/12/2016) 
 
5 The method that Microsoft uses to execute this type of update involves a software 
distribution that’s pre-installed in Windows®. This means that there is proprietary software in 
Windows® that can process bare INF files and appropriate them to given devices. Third-party 
software is discouraged from doing the same because this method requires installing a driver 
without an install package, a type of helping software that can (and usually does) contribute 
information needed to accurately associate drivers and devices. 
 
6 See why Windows recommends updating a driver as a prime way to address malfunctioning 
hardware: 
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/update-driver-hardware-isnt-working-
properly#update-driver-hardware-isnt-working-properly=windows-7 (accessed 2/9/2016) 
 
7 See why Windows recommends updating software in general for security and stability: 
https://www.microsoft.com/security/portal/mmpc/help/updatefaqs.aspx (accessed 2/9/2016) 
 
8 For a sample of how an updated driver can boost and stabilize hardware performance, see 

this statement from NVIDIA on why they provide updates to their devices: 
http://www.nvidia.com/object/driverqualityassurance.html (accessed 2/9/2016)  
Further, see this dossier of the R295 GEFORCE® driver which includes specific improvements 
included as part of the update.   
http://www.nvidia.com/object/win7-winvista-64bit-295.73-whql-driver.html (accessed 
2/9/2016) 
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